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The approach was documented through audio-visual recordings and the researcher’s field diary. When contrasting the novel with the short film produced by the students, we looked at the main differences between the two works, and, based on the records collected in the field, we sought to analyze the reading process that produced these changes in the film. A Thesis submitted for the degree Master of Arts. School of Humanities, Department of Languages. Faculty of Education, Humanities, Law and Theology. Secondary school art programs should be about educating students to be consumers, as well as producers, of art. Situating art education in the core curriculum facilitates such study and helps students develop sound judgment of art. Technology. Art-making, whether in the professional world or in schools, often is aided by computer programs that allow artists to create and manipulate images electronically. This new capability raises aesthetic questions about the nature of art. For example, must a finished artwork be frameable? The NAEA standards deal with the visual arts specialist teacher only, while the INTASC standards deal with all of the arts, for the elementary arts specialist teacher and the classroom teacher. Teachers may use visual or graphic representations to illustrate the story grammar. Visual or graphic representation of text structure helps learners comprehend and retain textually important information. Besides, when learners learn how to use and construct visual or graphic representations, they learn a reading strategy that allows them to identify what parts of text are important and how the ideas or concepts are related (Vacca and Vacca, 1999, p. 400). Character maps (figure 1) and story maps (Willis, 2002) (figure 2) are two common formats used to visually represent key components of a st... Secondary Worlds: Literature teaching and the visual arts. Buckingham: Open University Press. Benton, M. and Fox, G. (1990).